NOTES FOR AUTHORS PREPARING CONFERENCE PAPERS

IFSMA generally reproduces all Assembly, Conference and Seminar proceedings. To facilitate this type of reproduction, authors are requested to comply with the following broad guidelines:

1) PAGE SIZE AND NUMBER OF COPIES:
   Paper size A4 is preferred. Submission by electronic means is simpler and more efficient for the Secretariat and may be sent to IFSMA attached to an email. This method considerably aids publication.

2) PAGE FORMAT AND MARGINS:
   Please use Single Spacing allowing a minimum of 20mm (1 inch) margin all around each sheet.

3) FILE TYPE AND EMAIL:
   The preferred format is Microsoft Word which is compatible with the IFSMA computers, alternatively the paper could be sent in ‘RTF’ format which is a very common and easily converted format or in a plain ‘TEXT’ file. The length of the paper clearly depends upon the subject but Authors should aim to contain their contribution within 3000 words or 6 sides of Paper (A4). If you cannot send a copy by Email please include a copy of your paper on a CD Rom. As a last resort, the text of the Paper may be included in the body of an Email message.

4) HEADING, DIAGRAM, REFERENCES:
   The Paper Heading and Author’s qualifications should be clearly laid out at the top of the first page.

   All diagrams should be made on SEPARATE sheets/files and any References should be included at the END of the paper. Most common graphical electronic formats for diagrams and photographs can be handled by IFSMA.

5) GENERAL ORGANISATION:
   At IFSMA General Assemblies, where deadlines have been complied with, the Papers will have been published in the Annual Review. *Your presentation should not consist of simply reading out the published paper*, authors should talk about their papers to encourage interest and discussion at the end of the presentation. Delivery of the paper and questions / discussion together are normally scheduled for a maximum time of 30 minutes. However, please check the Agenda when published for exact timings.
6) **VISUAL EQUIPMENT:**
A Multimedia Projector, Laptop PC and other visual aids are usually available. Please specify which types of equipment you require to assist with the presentation of your paper on the Author’s Return Form provided.

7) **COPYRIGHT:**
Should IFSMA publish any Paper, the Copyright is held to pass automatically to the International Federation of Shipmasters’ Associations. When a prior Copyright Claim exists it is held that the Federation is automatically granted unlimited reproduction rights, including rights to translate the paper into other languages, without charge.

8) **INDEPENDENT PUBLICATION:**
Where Authors wish to publish their Papers separately, AFTER the Assembly, Conference, Workshop or Seminar has taken place, IFSMA encourages them to do so. Such publication is particularly welcome in the Maritime Journals and Newsletters of Trade Unions, National Associations, Professional Institutes and Learned Societies. In all cases suitable acknowledgement should be given to the originating IFSMA Conference in the reproduction.

*If in doubt on any of the above please contact IFSMA*